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Across sectors, women remain underrepresented in leadership positions.

The Bayes Global Women’s Leadership Programme is offering a unique form of peer-to-peer 
mentorship aimed at providing structured networking opportunities for women students in 
postgraduate programmes at Bayes. The programme focuses on the development of meaningful, 
one-to-one connections that allow participants to exchange skills, set and track personal challenges 
and share strategies to excel in male dominated fields. Group events will also be organised, providing 
a supportive and open environment for broader networking. This is a setting where you can be real, 
build trust, and develop a meaningful relationship during a time when those deeper connections can 
be harder to find.

To apply for a spot in the Peer Mentoring Programme, fill out the survey below and mark your 
calendar for our kick-off brunch on Sunday 22nd January 2023. Our women’s leadership scholars will 
help pair you with a partner in success, and provide inspiring content as we all motivate each other 
and move forward together.

Take the survey now 

Global Women’s Leadership Programme: More than a network. A community.

HOW IT WORKS
1) Application is open to Bayes female students studying in any course of the Master’s, MBA, and 

EMBA programme.

2) Your survey will help us pair you with a like-minded partner. You can also sign up with a partner 
in mind and let us know.

3) Throughout the term, you meet monthly one-on-one, with as much ongoing communication as 
you prefer. You each set a personal goal for the month, things to try and reflect on, and a forum 
to give each other feedback. Your partner brings support and accountability as you try new 
things, in class or at your job, to grow as a leader and communicator. 

4) You’ll receive monthly prompts and tools curated by Global Women’s Leadership Programme 
Scholars.

5) We give incentives for knowledge-sharing with the wider group, plus a term-end reflection  
and celebration.

6) The number of intakes is limited and don’t worry if you are not matched with a partner. Please stay 
in touch with the Global Women’s Leadership Programme for more events.  
Email bayesGWLP@city.ac.uk to join our mailing list.

7) Application deadline: Friday 16th December 2022.

QUESTIONS? 
Email Cass Adamson at Cass.Adamson@bayes.city.ac.uk  and Jo Hjalmas at Jo.Hjalmas@bayes.city.
ac.uk
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